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An important consideration in the development of modern helicopters is the
vibratory response of the main rotor blade. One way to minimize vibration levels is
to ensure that natural frequencies of the spinnning main rotor blade are well
removed from integer multiples of the rotor speed. This report demonstrates a
technique for dynamically tuning a finite-element model of a rotor blade to
accomplish that end.
Rotor blades are an ideal subject for this type of analysis because a good
structural representation can be achieved with a single string of beam elements and
relatively few degrees of freedom. This means that the numerous system stiffness
and mass matrices required can be formed with relatively low central processor
time. The technique is valid, however, for larger and more complex models.
Because the tuning process involves the independent redistribution of mass and
stiffness, it is especially applicable to composite blade designs in which mass and
stiffness can be controlled independently by fiber orientation and the use of
nonstructural mass.
In the following sections, a brief overview is given of the general purpose
finite element system known as Engineering Analysis Language (EAL, ref. 1) which was
used in this work. A description of the EAL System Modification (SM) processor is
then given along with an explanation of special algorithms developed to be used in
conjunction with SM. Finally, this technique is demonstrated by dynamically tuning
a model of an advanced composite rotor blade.
This work was accomplished in support of the Interdisciplinary Research Office
of NASA Langley Research Center and the objectives were threefold. The first was to
establish a technique for tuning the natural frequencies of a spinning rotor blade.
The second was to demonstrate the usefulness of the EAL SM processor and to be able
to perform sensitivity and modification operations without dependence on additional
software. The final objective was to provide guidelines on advanced use of the SM
processor, i.e., use beyond the scope of currently available documentation.
ENGINEERING ANALYSIS LANGUAGE (EAL)
EAL is a general purpose finite element system produced by Engineering
Information Systems, Inc. It evolved from an earlier finite element program known
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as SPAR (ref. 2). In its present form, EAL consists of an Executive Control System
(ECS) in which the user can execute work flow logic, looping, branching and data
storage; and processors (similar to subroutines) which actually perform structural
and utility computations. Data input or computations result in data sets which are
stored in binary data bases or libraries which can be saved and referred to
indefinitely. The user communicates with and uses these features with input known
as runstreams.
Reference 1 is the current EAL reference manual, however, the older SPAR
reference manual (ref. 2) must be used for the SM processor. EAL version 209 was
used in this work.
EAL SYSTEM MODIFICATION (SM) FOR FREQUENCY MODIFICATION
The approach in modifying frequencies is to first specify a set of target
(required) eigenvalues corresponding to natural frequencies of the original model.
Parameters to be changed must be identified along with limits on acceptable changes.
Sensitivities of the eigenvalues to parameter changes must then be calculated. To
determine the actual structural changes, the statistical method described in
reference 3 is used.
SM operates in 4 phases as described below. The notation used here is
generally consistent with the SM description contained in reference 2.
Phase 1: The differences (AX) between the eigenvalue targets (XT) and current
eigenvalues (X) are calculated. That is:
AX=XT-X (1)
Phase 2:^ The purpose of phase 2 is to approximate the sensitivities of eigenvalues
(radiansL/sec L) to specified changes in structural parameters which affect
stiffness and/or mass. These specified changes are known as unit parameters.
System stiffness change (AK) and mass change (AM) matrices are formed for each unit
parameter.
Because the original model eigenvalue solution is based on equation 2 below,
where xi is the ith eigenvalue and M, K and Yi are the system mass, system
stiffness and the ith mode shape, respectively, then the modified system can be
described by equation 3.
XiMYi-KYi:O (2)
(Xi+AXi)(M+AM)- (K+AK) (Yi+AYi )=0 (3)
With some simplifying assumptions (i.e. changes in mode shapes and products of
the changes (a's) are very small), a reasonable approximation of eigenvalue
sensitivity is expressed by equation (4).
Axi=YiTAKYi-xiYTAMYi (4)
The AK, AM and AXi are therefore the results of phase 2 which is computation-
ally the most costly phase because the system mass and stiffness matrices must be
formed for each unit parameter, Computations in the other 3 phases are trivial in
terms of central processor time.
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Equation 4 is valid only for a nonspinning structure and must be augmented for
a spinning structure as described later.
Phase 3:
are estimated based on equation (5) below which is an adaptation of the work
presented in reference 3.,
(I )-IlAP} :[Srr ] [NT]T NT] [Srr] [NT]T+ [See] [N] {ax}
where:
The actual structural changes needed to realize the targeted eigenvalues
(5)
AP is a set of multipliers which reflects the total estimated structural
modifications needed in terms of corresponding unit parameters.
Srr is the covariance or weighting matrix. The diagonal terms, each
corresponding to the unit parameters in sequence, allow for the relative
weighting of those parameters. In this application, values are set at unity
and reset in later iterations if the parameter change limits are being
exceeded.
is a matrix containing reciprocals of the current eigenvalues (1/xi).
is the sensitivity matrix consisting of (A_i's) with the rows corresponding
to the number of targets and the columns to the number of unit parameters.
See is the target tolerance matrix associated with acceptable variances of the
resulting eigenvalues from the targets.
AX is as described in equation (i).
The purpose of using this method is to achieve the targeted eigenvalues with
minimum change to the structure. Srr can be used to influence how much a
particular unit parameter is changed. For example, a unit parameter which can be
changed with small penalty or is not likely to exceed the prescribed change limits
may be assigned an Srr value of 1.0, whereas, a unit parameter which should be
changed as little as possible may be assigned a value of 0.1. See values normally
range from 0.0 (when a more exact attainment of the targeted eigenvalue is being
sought) to 0.1 (when only an approximate result is needed). As described in
reference 4, See values of 0.001 when most Srr values are 1.0 normally provide
satisfactory results.
Phase 4: Each term of the AP matrix is compared to the parameter change limits data
set (described below). If any of the limits are exceeded, a APX matrix is formed
where the smaller terms (from AP or limits) are used. APX (AP if no limits were
exceeded) is then used to actually change the structural parameter data sets of the
finite-element model.
To test the results after the completion of phase 4, new mass and stiffness
matrices must be formed, and the original process of computing mode shapes and
frequencies is repeated. Normally, two or three iterations are sufficient to
achieve the desired results if reasonable targets, unit parameters and change
limits were selected. A complete iteration is the execution of phases 1-4 and
testing of the results by calculating frequencies of the modified structure.
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Prior to executing SM, EAL data sets must be established defining the targets,
parameters, change limits, weighting and target tolerances. The EAL data set names
for these inputs are given below followed by brief descriptions.
TVAL - Target (desired) eigenvalues (radian2/sec 2) preceded by mode sequence
numbers.
PARA - Each PARA data set is a group of changes (incremental element parameter or
rigid mass) expressed as a fraction of the existing value. Each data set
is then considered a unit parameter in SM computations.
SEE - Target tolerance matrix (See).
SRR - Covariance or weighting matrix (Srr).
DPLI - Parameter change limits (minimums and maximums) expressed as multiples (+ or
-) of unit parameters defined in the PARA data sets.
AUGMENTATION TO THE SM PROCESSOR
In this application, it was necessary to develop three algorithms to augment
the SM processor. These were implemented in the EAL Arithmetic Utility System (AUS)
processor. The first was to add the centrifugal stiffening effect of the mass
change (AM) matrices to the sensitivity matrix. The second was to revise the
weighting matrix (Srr) when the original values resulted in too many values of the
change limits data set (DPLI) being violated by the AP matrix, thus causing
structural changes which were inadequate in achieving targeted results. The third
was to update the change limits after a complete iteration so that in the next
iteration, the change limits data set (DPLI), which is based on a fraction of the
current structural data set values, expresses the same engineering limits in terms
of mass or stiffness originally intended.
To correct the sensitivity matrix, an additional system stiffness matrix must
be formed for each nonzero AM matrix formed in phase 2. This matrix [AKC] reflects
the centrifugal effect of the spinning AM and is formed using the AUS SPIN command
to calculate a centrifugal force matrix and the elastic and centripetal
contributions to stiffness. The Static Solution (SSOL) processor is used to
calculate deflections due to the centrifugal force. The resulting stresses are
embedded in the element state data sets by the GSF processor. Geometric
stiffness changes are then calculted using the KG processor. The elastic,
centripetal and geometric stiffness contributions are then summed to form [AKC]
which is used to finalize the sensitivities as follows:
AXiTOTAL:Xi+Yi [AKC] yT (6)
I
where _i is given by equation 4.
The weighting matrix (Srr) is revised when limits (DPLI) are violated by
(AP). This is accomplished simply by multiplying each term of the (Srr) matrix by
the ratios of corresponding terms of the APX and AP matrices. That is,
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which has the effect of reducing those Srr terms corresponding to unit parameters
which are tending to be changed beyond their allowable limits in phase 3. This
process is repeated until the resulting APX matrix resulting from phase 4 does not,
in the judgement of the user, differ too greatly from the AP matrix. If this cannot
be achieved, the targets may be unachievable based on the selected parameters and
change limits.
The updating of the change limits (DPLI) for the subsequent iteration is
achieved by the following process which updates each term of the DPLI matrix to
retain the original engineering value.
LIOLD-APX 1 L2OLD-APX 2
oo
I+flAPX 1 I+f2APX 2
UIOLD-APX 1




APLINE W = New parameter change limits data set.
LIOLD,L2oLD = Old lower limits for parameters 1 and 2.
UIOLD = Old upper limit for parameter 1.
(8)
APX 1, APX 2 = The final changes for parameters 1 and 2 produced in SM phases 3
and 4.
fl, f2 = The fraction used in defining a unit change for parameters 1 and 2 in
the PARA data sets. For this process to work, the fraction must be
uniform within a given PARA data set.
DEMONSTRATION
The finite element model (see figure I) used in this report is based on a
preliminary design of an advanced composite main rotor blade developed by Mark W.
Nixon of the U.S. Army Aerostructures Research Group at Langley Research Center.
Table I gives the mass and stiffness properties of the baseline model which resulted
from a composite analysis program also developed by Mr. Nixon. Table II provides
the constraints or parameter changes which cannot be exceeded during the tuning
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process. These constraints are based on the designer's estimate of what changes can
be reasonably made without sacrificing the structural integrity or performance of
the rotor blade.
Additional constraints on the problem were that bending stiffness, if modified,
must be changed uniformly over large segments of the blade. The minimum allowable
mass moment of inertia about the hub was 19000 Ib-in-sec 2 for autorotation
capability.
The objective of the tuning process was to minimize resonances caused when
flexible mode frequencies were too close to integer multiples of the rotor speed up
to eight per revolution (8P). The main rotor speed was 263 RPM (4.3833 HZ) and a
criterion of at least .2P separation was used. Table III lists the unacceptable
frequency ranges along with the natural frequencies of the original model and those
of the modified model following the first and second tuning iterations.
The overall process which was conducted interactively is depicted in figure 2.
Figure 3 contains the actual EAL runstreams used in the process. The runstreams in
combination with this paper and the references should provide adequate guidelines
for a new SM user.
Modes 1 and 2 are the flatwise and edgewise rigid body modes, and due to the
physics of a spinning rotor blade, cannot be significantly altered. Modes 3 through
7 were therefore targeted for modification. Due to blade twist, modes 3, 5, 6 and 7
are combined flatwise/edgewise bending modes whereas mode 4 is predominantly
torsion. It appeared reasonable to drive all of the bending mode frequencies to
approximately .25P below the nearest P multiple while allowing the torsion mode to
remain close to its original frequency. A study of the sensitivities indicated that
to drive frequencies in opposite directions would have required unacceptably large
changes in certain parameters. The selected target frequencies are listed in Tables
III and IV. Table IV also lists all of the SM inputs.
Results of two complete iterations are summarized in Table III and figure 4.
Figure 4 shows the ratio of calculated to target frequencies plotted against the
iteration number ("0" iteration being the original model). A ratio of 1.0 would
indicate complete convergence with the target value. The first iteration did not
move all of the frequencies to acceptable ranges (Table III) but did move all of
them towards the targets as shown in figure 4. The second iteration produced
frequencies out of the unacceptable ranges and very close to the targeted
frequencies. The total weight of the blade increased from 250.54 Ib to 265.30 Ib
and the m_ss moment of inertia about the hub increased from 19007.1 to 19780.7
Ib-in-sec (. Table V summarizes the final structural properties of the modified
rotor blade model.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A sensitivity technique useful in minimizing vibrations associated with
helicopter rotor blades has been demonstrated. This and similar techniques can be
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effective in achieving desired performance with minimum change to the basic
structure. This is especially true for spinning structures because centrifugal
stiffening complicates the intuitive process of changing mass and stiffness to tune
natural frequencies.
An advantage of the process described in this report is that the modification
capability is built into the structural analysis program. This eliminates the need
for data transfer and development or use of external software.
The EAL System Modification processor has applications beyond that for which it
was originally produced and documented, as demonstrated here for a spinning
structure. As long as the equations for calculating appropriate sensitivities are
known, structural modification can be computed to achieve any targeted response such
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TABLE I. - MODEL PROPERTIES
Lumped
inerti a
J oi nt Lumped about
Joint Location Mass z-axis
No. (z,in) (Ib) (Ib-in-sec 2)
I 0 0 .2415
2 16.1 0 .2700
3 18.0 0 .0585
4 20.0 0 .1230
5 26.2 0 .1860
6 32.4 0 .1860
7 38.6 0 .1905
8 45.1 0.32 .1551
9 51.5 0.645 .1161
10 58.0 0.645 .1161
11 64.4 1.93 .3474
12 96.6 3.22 .5796
13 128.8 3.22 .5796
14 161.0 3.22 .5796
15 193.2 2.415 .4347
16 209.3 1.61 .2898
17 225.4 1.61 .2898
18 241.5 1.61 .31395
19 257.6 1.61 .36225
20 273.7 1.61 .3864
21 289.8 1.125 .2700
22 296.2 0.645 .1548
23 302.7 0.645 .1548
24 309.1 0.32 .2068
25 315.6 0.35 .2580
26 322.0 0.35 .1280
Edgewise Flatwise Twist Cross Torsional
Stiffness Stiffness Angle Distributed Sectional Stiffness
Beam Joints EI11 _ E122 _ LE Down Weight Area GJ
Section Spanned (LBF-in z ) (LBF-in L ) (DEGR) (Lbs/in) In2 (LBF-in 2 )
1 I - 2 900.0 900.0 26.0 2.29 44.44 100.00
2 2 - 3 .0001 .0001 25.34 2.29 44.44 87.50
3 3 - 4 .0001 .0001 25.26 2.29 44.44 87.50
4 4 - 5 580.0 360.0 25.17 2.20 44.44 75.50
5 5 - 6 580.0 360.0 24.92 2.20 44.44 75.50
6 6 - 7 580.0 360.0 24.66 2.20 44.44 75.50
7 7 - 8 580.0 298.0 24.41 2.60 44.44 60.00
8 8 - 9 1260.0 25.89 24.14 0.35 78.84 17.125
9 9 - 10 1260.0 25.89 23.87 0.35 78.84 17.125
10 10 - 11 1260.0 25.89 23.60 0.35 78.84 I?.125
11 11 - 12 1260.0 25.89 23.34 0.35 78.84 17.125
12 12 - 13 1260.0 25.89 22.01 0.35 78.84 17.125
13 13 - 14 1260.0 25.89 20.68 0.35 78.84 17.125
14 14 - 15 1260.0 25.89 19.35 0.35 78.84 17.125
15 15 - 16 1260.0 25.89 18.02 0.35 78.84 17.125
16 16 - 17 1260.0 25.89 17.34 0.35 78.84 17.125
17 17 - 18 1260.0 25.89 16.69 0.35 78.84 17.125
18 18 - 19 1260.0 25.89 16.03 0.35 78.84 17.125
19 19 - 20 1260.0 25.89 15.67 0.35 78.84 17.125
20 20 - 21 1260.0 25.89 14.70 0.35 78.84 17.125
21 21 - 22 1260.0 25.89 14.03 0.35 78.84 17.125
22 22 - 23 1260.0 25.89 13.77 0.35 78.84 17.125
23 23 - 24 1260.0 25.89 13.51 0.35 78.84 17.125
24 24 - 25 580.0 24.0 13.23 0.90 44.44 60.00
25 25 - 26 580.0 24.0 12.77 3.3706 44.44 60.00
Total mass moment of inertia about x axis (hub): 19007.1 Ib in sec 2. Total weight: 250.54 lb.
* Stiffness paramaters are with respect to a local reference frame which is rotated the amount of the twist angle
from the global frame shown on figure I.
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Minimum Allowable Mass Moment of Inertia About X Axis: 19000 lb in sec 2
* Items in brackets must be changed uniformly as a group.
TABLE III. - MODEL NATUP_L FREQUENCIES
COMPAREDTO UNACCEPTABLE RANGES
MULTIPLE, M UNACCEPTABLE RANGES, HZ (MP¢.2P)
I 3.507 - 5.260
2 7.890 - 9.643
3 12.273 - 14.O27
4 16.657 - 18.410
5 21.040 - 22.793
6 25.423 - 27.177
7 29.807 - 31.560
8 34.190 - 35.943
WHERE P=263rpm OR 4.3833HZ
FREQUENCIES
MODE TARGET ORIGINAL ITER I ITER 2
3 12.054 12.488" 12.067 12.030
4 16.0896 16.090 16.010 15.988
5 20.8208 22.460* 21.062" 20.928
6 23.0125 25,056 23.158 22.949
7 33.9708 36.368 34,326* 34.114
*IN UNACCEPTABLE RANGE
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MODE NO, EIGENVALUE TARGET
NO.
3 5736.3299 (12.05 HZ)
4 10219.9920 (16.09 HZ) I
5 17114.1744 (20.82 HZ) 2
6 20906.7892 (23.01 HZ) 3




DATA LINE 2 COLUMN 3
n TYPE NO. FRACTI0N NO.
I RIGID MASS 25 .1 I TO 3
RIGID MASS 26 .I I TO 3
2 RIGID MASS 9 .i I TO 3
RIGID MASS I0 .I I TO 3
3 RIGID MASS 11 .I I TO 3
4 RIGID MASS 12 .I i TO 3
5 RIGID M_SS 13 .i I TO 3
6 RIGID MASS 14 .I i TO 3
7 RIGID MASS 15 .I 1 TO 3
8 RIGID MASS 16 ,i i TO 3
9 RIGID MASS 17 .1 I TO 3
I0 RIGID MASS 18 .i 1 TO 3
ii RIGID t_SS 19 .i i TO 3
12 RIGID MASS 29 ,i 1 TO 3
13 RIGID MASS 21 .I I TO 3
14 RIGID MASS 22 .I i TO 3
RIGID MASS 23 .I i TO 3
15 RIGID MASS 24 .I i TO 3
16 EDGEWISE STIFFNESS
(EI11) 8 TO 23 .1 4
17 FLATWISE STIFFNESS
(E122) 16 TO 23 .I 6
18 FLATWISE STIFFNESS


















(SRR SM AND DPLI SM)
UNIT






NOTES: These data correspond to the input in the EAL runstream in figure 3b.
1. Names in parentheses are EAL data set names.
2. Line number of structural data set corresponds to joint for rigid
masses and beam segment number for stlffnesses.
3. The unit parameter is a set of numbers computed from mu]tiplying
the fraction times the structural values in the indicated lines
and columns.
4. A tolerance value of 0.1 rather than 0.001 indicates that it is
less critical for the final frequency to be very close to the
target value.
5. These values were modified in the iteration process.
6. Limits of -5 to plus I0 moans that the structural paramoter cannot
be reduced by more than 5 x (FRACTION) x (EXISTING VALUE) nor
increased more than 10 x (FRACTION) x (EXISTING VALUE).
TABLE V. - FINAL MODIFIED STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES
LUMPED EDGEWISE FLATWISE
JOINT MASS BEAM STIFFNESS STIFFNESS
NO. (Ib) SECTION EIII ^ E122



































TOTAL MASS MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT X AXIS (HUB): 19780
TOTAL WEIGHT: 265.30 Ib
NOTE: All other properties unchanged from Table I.
Ib-in sec2 .
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RUN SM PHASES3 & q, REVISE SRR






1 O. O. ee.
? e. B. 16.1
3 O. O. 18.o
4 O. O. 2@.e
5 e. O. 26.2e
6 e. e. -o.4e
? e. e. 38.68
S e. e. 45.18
9 e. 0. So.so
1e e. e. s8.ee
11 e. e. 84.48
12 e. O. 96.6e
13 0. 0. 128.80
14 8. e. 161.08
15 0. e. 183.20
16 e. e. 289.38
17 e. e. _-_.s.40
18 o. o. 241.56
19 @. @. 267.66
28 0. 0. 273.76
21 0. 0. 289.80
28 0. O. 89_.20
23 O. e. 302.78
24 O. O. 309.10
;)S e. e. 316.66
;)6 O. e. 3_..ee
COil- 1
ZERO 1 2 3 4 5 6zi
I_TC
1 1.÷G .26 0. 6G-.4+6
DR
l_;lUN I1 Ai 12 _. A F
Glt.nl 1 gee.o o. 9ee.e e.
GIUN 2 .Reel $..OOet e.
GIU. 3 .Reel e. .oRe1 e.
GIUfl 4 5H.O O. 360.0 8.
GIVN S 588.e e. 360.0 0.
GIUN G 580.0 e. 360.0 e.
GIUIt 7 580.0 e. 298.0 e.
GIUH 8 1260. e. 25.89 e.
GIUN g 1_). O. ;)5.89 O.
GZUH 10 1260. e. Ps.Bg O.
GIUN 11 I_O. 8. 25.89 0.
GZVN 12 1260. O. 2S.8R 0.
GIUH 13 1260. 0. 2S.8R 8.
G|Ufl 14 I;)68. O. 25.88 0.
GIUN 15 1;)68. e. 2S.89 O.
GXUN 16 1268. e. 25.89 O.
GI_I 17 1260. 8. 2S.SS 0.
GIUN 18 1260. 8. ;)5.89 O.
GlVN 18 1260. O. 2S.89 O.
GIUN 2R 1260. O. 25.89 0.
GIUN 21 1260. 0. 25.89 0.































126e. e. 25.89 e. ?8.64 17.126
sse.e e. 24.00 o. 44.44 60.000
































44.44 100.00 13 3.;)2
44.44 87.504) 14 3.22
44.44 87.5@R 15 2.455
44.44 7S.eee 16 1.61
44.44 ?5.Gee 17 1.61
44.44 "_.(N)R 18 1.61
44.44 64).eRe 19 2.61
78.84 17.126 28 1.61
78.84 17.I_5 2i 1.125
78.64 17.11)5 _2 0.645
78.84 17.1;)5 23 D.646
?8.84 17.1_:_ 24 0.32
78.64 17.125 25 .35
78.84 17.1;)5 ;)G .35
78.84 17.125 _SS,'J flON STRUCT biT DISTR
?8.84 17.1;)5 ! 2.29
78.84 17.125 2 ;).29
?8.84 17.125 3 ;).;)9
78.84 17.1;)5 4 2.20
78.84 17.125 5 2.20
78.24 17.1;)5 G 2.20
78.84 17.125
DER2-SUR(DE_ I_6)
? 2.68 fl+RM • SUM(R_S DEll, )
8 e.3s IxoT Dcu
9 0.3S DISA 1EQMF
18 e.3S *XOT EKS
i1 e.35 IXOT TAN
12 e.3s XXOT K
13 e.3S SPDP-2
14 e.3s ZXOT AUS
16 e.3s SPIn: fl+Rlq K ;)7.5413 e.e O. e. e. e. S 27.5413 RAD/6EC
16 e.3S ZXGT RSI
17 @.35 RESET K-KSP_I
18 0.35 ZXOT SSOL
19 O.3S RESET K.KSPII
;)e e.3s 8XGT GSE
21 0.35 RESET ERB[D-i
_?. @.35 SXOT KG
23 0.36 SPDP'2
24 0.90 XXOT _US
3.3786 KECG-SUR(KSPN KG)
ZXGT ELD SXQT RSI
E21 RESET K-KECG
1" ROTOR BLADE ZXOT EIG
NSECT-I:N/MT.I:NNSU-1 RESET INIT-II NREO-? R-R+Rfl K-KECG OUTL,1
IIV,C NSECT-! IXGT J_JS
INC HNSU-I RIG-RIGID(I)
ll, g NRIEF-1 I'IR=PROD(fl_Rfl RIG)
1 2 1 c_, GR-XTYD(RIG Re)
ZXGT E GIqU'1"=UflX(Mt(386. GR)
RESET G-386. IXGT DCU
SXOT AUS PRINT I GR
TAIL(NI-ENJ-;)G)IIh_ PRINT I GRMT
I-6: J" I: .;)4lSeeE+ee 8XQT EXIT
1"6: J- 2: .;)?eeeelE+ee
I'6: J" 3: .586888E-et
I-6t J- 4: .123t)4_E*tI
1.6) J- St .18_eeeE+Re
I-6: J- 6: .12_N_E*Oe
1.6: J- 7: .198Se_E,el
1-61 J- 8: .15518_E*ee
IG J ,, 1,61,_... ORIGINAL PAGEI'6: J" 10: .II61e_E+OD1-61 J- 11: .3474881E*OO |_
1-6, J. ,2, s_,_.,, OF POOR QUALITY1-6! J- 13: .579GORE+DO
I"6! J" 141 .5?_e_E+ei
I-St J- ISI .434704)4[*00
I-6l J- 161 .28980e£+eO
I-St J- 171 .289_082*D8
I*6t J- 18: .3i3SSIE*el
1-61 J" 19l .36_.S0_+06
I'6J J" 28_ .3864ROE÷H
1-6= J- 21, .27oei_E+eo
1.6= J" 2_: .1S4800E*88
1.61 J- 23: .IS4808E÷68
1,66 J- 24t .;)OG80eE+O8
I-6; J- 25: .2ssoeeE÷e8
I-Ss J- _81 .128888E÷00
Figure 3a.- EAL runstream for calculation of natural
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T_BL(NZ-S NJ-I):PRRR SN ?:J-|:18. IS..1 1. 3.
TRBL(NI-S I_-I)ZPRRR SN 8ZJ-lslS. 16..I 1. 3.
T_BL(ttI-S HJ-I):PRRA Sfl egzJ.l:18. 17..I 1. 3.
TRBL(NI.S NJ-I):PRRR SN lezJ,tz18. 12..1 1. 3.
TRBL(NI,5 NJ-I):PRRA Sfl 11z J-l;|8. IS..1 1. 3.
TRBL(N|-S NJ-I):PRRR SR 12:J-1¢18. 26..1 1. 3.
TRBL(NI-S NJ-I):PRRA Sfl 131,]-1:18. :_1..1 1. 3.
T_L(NI-5 NJo2)zPRRR SN 14|J-lt18. _...1 I. 3.
J-2zIS. 23..1 1. 3.
TRBL(NI-S NJ-1):PARA SN ISZJ-lzIS. 24..1 1. 3.
TR|L(NI-5 NJ-16)zPRRA Sfl 16zJ-I 16
9. 8. .1 4. 4.
9.9. .14.4.
9. lO. .1 4_ 4.
9. 11. .1 4. 4.
9. 1;:'..I 4. 4.
9. 13. .1 4. 4.
9. 14. .14. 4.
9. 15. .1 4. 4.
9. 16. .14.4.
9.1?. .14.4.
9. 18. .1 4. 4.
9. 19. .14.4.
9. 26..1 4. 4.
9. 21. .1 4, 4.
9. _?,. .14.4.
9. ;_3. .14.4.
TRRLCNI.5 NJ-B)_PRRA SR l?tJ.L S
9. 16. .1 6. 6.
g. 17, .16.6.




9. P._o .1 6. 6.
9.23. .16.6.
TR|L(tII-S NJ-B)sPRRA Sfl ISsJ-I 8
9.8. .1 6. 6.
9. 9. .I 6. 6.
6. IS. .I 6. 6.
9. 11. .1 6° 6.
D. 12. .1 6. 6.
Figure 3b.- EAL runstream for i
ZXQT SN SDEUELOP DR FOR ERCH PRRI_q
RESET I_RA-18 G'386. OUTL-I NUUX-2
OPER 1 I _) 0
XXQT RSI
RESET K,KSLAST KECG
ZXQT _JS$ DEUEL INERTIRL STIFFNESS FOR Pl_R_q 1
DEFINE DRT-DR SR 1 ltDf_-UNION(DNT)







CHNI I KG SPAR 36 e IX_I SPRR 36 1
lX(IT RUSS DEUEL INERTIAL STIFFNESS FOR P_11q 2
DEFINE DRT-DN SR 2 I:_qR-UNI(IN(DflT)







CHNI I KG SPRR 36 (i DK2 SP_q 36 2
_eXGT _JS$ BEUEL IN[RTIRL STIFFNESS FOR PAR_I 3
DEFINE DflT-DIR SR 3 II_qA-UNION(DflT)







CHef1 I KG SPRR 36 0 OK3 SP_ 36 3
IX(IT NJSS DEUEL INERTIAL STIFFNESS FOR PRRRfl 4
DEFINE DNT-DIq SR 4 I:_-UNION(DNT)







CHiN 1 KG SPRR 36 e DE4 SPRR 36 4
IX(IT AUSI DEUEL INERTIAL STIFFNESS FOR PARNI S
DEFINE DflToDR SH S ltDRA-UNI(IN(DflT)







CHRN | KG SPAR 36 O OKS SPAR 36 S
SX(IT RUSS DEUEL INERTIRL STIFFNESS FOR PARRR 6
DEFINE DflT-DN SFI 6 IsDRR*UNION(DRT)
Figure 3c.-
9. 13. .1 6. 6.
9. 14. .1 6. 6.
9. 1S. .1 6. 6.
TABL(NI.1NJ.S):SEE SN:J.I sse.eel .1 .eel .eel .eel
T_BL(NI-I NJ-L8)sSRR SNsJ-I 18:1.






nput to the SM processor.







CHN_i I K(i SPRR 36 e DK6 SPl_ 36 6
IX(IT _USI DEUEL IHERTIRL STIFFNESS FOR PRRN4 ?
DEFINE DNT-DR SN ? I_DNA-UNIONCDN'r)







CNN_ 1 KG SPAR 36 i DK? SPRR 36 ?
SX(IT RUSS DEUEL INERTIAL STIFFNESS FOR PN_Iq 8
DEFINE _qT-_4 SR 8 $IDRR-UNI(IN(DNT)
SPIN:DflA K E?.5413 O. 6. I. O. 6.
IX(IT SSOL





CHR_ I KG SP/IR 36 O OK8 SPNR 36 8
IXOT RUSS DEUEL INERTIAL STIFFNESS FOR PRRNI S
DEFINE DffT-_1 SR 9 Is_-UNIOfl(DflT)







CHN_ I KG _ 36 I OK9 SPAR 36 9
IX(IT RUSS DEUEL INERTIRL STIFFNESS FOR PRRNI 14)
DEFINE DRT-_q SN 10 IIDN_-UNION(DflT)







Cl.lf_ I KG SPRR 36 O _lO SPAR 36 le
IX(IT RUSS DE,EL INERTIAL STIFFNESS FOR _ 11
DEFINE Df_r.DN SN 11 IsDI_-Ut_IO_(DNT)







CHN_ 1 KG SP_ 36 I) DKtl SPAR 36 11
EAL runstream for developing the sensitivity matrix.
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Figure
SXOT _U$S DEUEL [flERTIAL STIFFNESS FOR PARRR 12
DEFINE DMT-DM Sfl 12 lxDflA-UNION(DRT)







CHNt I KG SPAR 36 e DKI2 SPAR 36 12
ZXOT AUS$ DEUEL [NERTZ_L STIFFNESS FOI_ PARNI [3
DEFINE DflT,DR Sfl 13 I:DflA,U_IOit(_)







CHAH 1 KG SPAR 36 e DKI3 SPAR 36 13
IXQT RUSS DEUEL [NERTIAL STIFFNESS F(_ PARRII 14
DEFINE DflT-Dfl SH 14 lzDfl_-LItZON(DflT)







(:HNt ! KG SPAR 36 e DK14 SPAR 3_ 14
*XOT _Jse DEUEL INERTIAL STIFFNESS FOR I_RAR 1S
DEFINE DKT-Dfl SR 1S I:DtlA-UflIOR(DffT)







CHAH 1 KG SPAR 36 O PKIS SPAR 3_ 15
SIXQT l_use DEUEL ZN£RTII_L STIFFNESS FOR PRRMI 16
SDEFIHE DIIT-DR SR 16 lzDR_oUfIlO_l(_q'r)







SCHAN 1 KG SPAR 36 O DKI6 SPAR 36 IS
SZXOT RUSS DEUEL ]NERTIAL STIFFNESS FOR F_ 17
IDEFZNE Dfl?-Dfl Sfl 17 I:DF_.UNION(DRT)





3c.- EAL runstream for developing
elxoT KG
llXQT OCU
$CHRfl 1 KG SPAR 31; e I)K17 SPRR 36 17
ZXOT RUS
DEFI UIqS-UIBR RODE 1 ! 3 ?






















SEE_-x'rve ( UflS YES













T_BL(N;,S H J-! )ISEI8
SENK-L_IZON(SEel SE_ SEe3 SEe4 SEeS SEe6 SEe?)
gee8 SEeS SEle SEll S£12 SE13)
_JE14 SE15 gEl6 gEl? S_i8)
SENe-SUfl (SINK SENg)
SXOT DCU
CH_ I SEN| AUg I I S£NS PATe e 1
IXOT _JS
_[FZ IAg-iA eTkJ _ 9_lg-UNION(IRg)
EFT Rflle-R_S ITil 2 lelRli.U_ZO_(RRle)
IXOT SR
RESET OUTL-2 HUUX-2 NU_Po_ NP_Ni-li G'31_.
OPER e e I l
SXQT _US
IR IT_I _ g,UNION(|9)
RR_S IT_I 2 18oUNIOfl(RII)
IXOT EXZT
the sensitivy matrix (concluded).
Figure
_×GT RUS
DEF[ DPA*2 DP SR I 1





SRR SM 1 I*UNION(RAX_)
DEF] IRg-l_ ITAI 2 9;ig.L_[ON(i_9)
DEF] Rflle,Rt_S ITAI 2 181RIS*UNZO_(_flIR)
SXOT Sfl
RESET OUTL-2 flUUX,_ HUDP-Z IIP'1_=18 G-386.
OP(R e e I 1
IXQT _US
IR IT_i 2 9.U_ION(19)
RRRS ITS! 2 18-UHZON(RI8)
IXOT DCU
PRINT I SRR










RESET OUT[..; > NUUX-2 NUDP-2 NPARA-18 G-3_.
OPER e e 0 1
SXQT NJS
TRBL(NI.I NJ-18)tSRR SflIJ.l 18zl.
DEFI DP$fl ;_ DPX REU
DPST-RTRNt( DPSfl )
TR|L(NI.E NJ-rE ) zDPCH
TRRN(SOUR-DPST ;LZR.I JLZR-II DSKIP-I SBRSE-O DBASE-O)





TRBL(HX-a H J-18) zRAOP
TRNt(_OUR-DPRE ILIfl.l JLIR-I8 DSI(IP-I SBASE-O DB_._E-O)








mEW- SUfl ( I_P,2 RflAS)
IqDIF-SUFI(IIH[U-1. H.*-M)













I_SI[T [NLII,I II-Fl+_q K-KECG
SXQT _JS
RIG'RIGID(t )
I_ -PROD (fl',Rfl RIG)
G_-XTYD(RIG FI_)






I_INT I IA ITAI ," g




EAL runstream for calculation of frequencies of the
modified structure and recomputation of the change

























1.08 "*" MODE 4
MODE 5





0.98 , , , ,
0 1 2
ITERATION
Figure 4.- Results of modification.
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